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I

Hon. Bill Stricklend
President

Turning
obstacles into
new possibilities
You are the most
significant driver of
innovation
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magine sitting down to work at
your desk tomorrow morning,
only to find all of your office
supplies missing. No paper. No
stapler. No printer or computer.
Would you head home for the day, or
would you improvise?
It’s difficult to imagine, but there
was a time when there was no such
thing as a sheet of paper or a stapler
to hold all the pieces together. There
was no such thing as a printing press,
and certainly no computers. But
today, doing the massive work of
county government would feel virtually impossible without them.
The amenities we enjoy – take
for granted even – are all the result
of one word: innovation. It always
starts with a question – a question
that, when asked, appears to have
no answer. But inevitably, there is
someone that answers the clarion call
to look past the obstacles to see the
possibilities.
It all boils down to people,
because people are the most significant drivers of innovation. The true
innovators of the world know they
can’t always play it safe. They know
it requires doing the homework and
having the courage to take a chance
without fear of failure.
That’s no secret to us. Innovation takes place in the halls of county
government each and every day. For
decade after decade, county leaders
and employees have overcome
numerous hurdles – from understaffing and budget cuts to inadequate
technology and limited local power –
by identifying innovative and creative
solutions to address the needs and
challenges they face on a daily basis.
This issue of the magazine is
filled with examples of county
innovation right here in Alabama.

Whether it’s improving healthcare
access for county employees or
promoting county initiatives on social
media, the programs highlighted here
demonstrate how our counties are
striving continuously to serve their
constituents more efficiently and
cost-effectively.
Our Association is no different.
In the last 30 years alone,
this organization has developed
program after program that have
yielded millions of dollars in savings
for county governments. The joint
bid program was the brainchild of
county engineers who decided that
there had to be a better, more efficient
way for counties to purchase items
like heavy equipment and corrugated
metal piping. The program has
now expanded to offer regional,
pre-need contracts for debris removal
as a result of the engineers’ hard work
and commitment.
The Association’s self-insurance
funds also provide a service that is
tailored to the needs of Alabama
counties. The funds now return
millions to counties in refunds each
year, which can undoubtedly be
attributed to the input and leadership
of county employees and officials who
provide their time and expertise to
serve on the insurance boards.
And every year, for as long as
I can remember, county leaders in
Alabama have converged on the
Association office to determine
innovative ways to improve county
government through the legislative
process. Those efforts have resulted
in laws that have greatly improved
local government operations.
The Limited Self-Governance Act is a
prime example of county innovation.
Almost one third of Alabama counties are now creating local programs

subsidy program for county engineers and this year is no different.
to address problems like unregulated
junkyards, unsanitary sewage
and assistant engineers has led to our The Association is supporting
legislation this session that would give
conditions and other nuisances.
state becoming a national voice on
us a stronger voice in the Employees’
Not to mention the numerous
transportation issues because we can
Retirement System, and the ATRIP-2
statewide and local constitutional
now “grow” engineers who spend
proposal is clearly one of the
amendments that have improved
most important pieces of
county operations – the most
legislation the Association has
recent being the enactment
It’s
difficult
to
imagine,
pushed in years. Its long-term
of Amendment 4 which will
impact would benefit our chilopen up administrative
but there was a time when
dren, and our children’s
solutions to many of the
there
was
no
such
thing
as
a
children.
And it is happening,
problems confronting
counties on a daily basis.
sheet of paper or a stapler to in large part, due to the
persistent and creative efforts
Alabama also received
hold all the pieces together. of county leaders.
national recognition when it
So the next time your
established a statewide fee on all
There was no such thing
county is faced with an obstacle,
devices that can access 911 and,
as a printing press,
think about a time before paper,
in the process, provided stable,
long-term 911 funding for every
and certainly no computers. before staplers, before printers
and computers; then ask
county. Likewise, the innovayourself: what now?
tive Certified Local Emergency
Because at the end of the day,
Manager program has provided
their entire careers in
innovation all boils down to you –
salary subsidies at the local level for
county government.
your resistance to seeing and doing
EMA directors who meet specified
County leaders have worked hard things differently or your openness
qualifications and continuing educaover the years to stay ahead of issues, to new possibilities. n
tion requirements. And the salary
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•
•
•
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Sonny Brasfield
Executive Director

Leadership
will be needed
to address
Alabama’s
problem with
dam safety
Recent emergency
in California
reinforces urgency
for action in
this state
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t's a long way from Oroville to
Montgomery. Almost 2,500
miles to be exact.
But it didn't take long for the
news of the evacuation of almost
200,000 people to travel the distance
from Northern California and
make us stand at attention back in
mid-February. When the nation's
tallest dam was in peril – as its
spillway eroded under pounding
rainstorms and those below the dam
were threatened with a 30-foot wall
of water – my thoughts instantly
returned to failed efforts to establish a
dam safety program here in Alabama.
On the heels of the breach of a
small dam in Shelby County, a few
organizations came together back in
2014 and kicked around the idea of
passing legislation to establish a dam
inspection program in Alabama. As
the only state in the nation without
some kind of program, the reaction
to the Oroville threat was predictable
and appropriate.
Yet, today, there is no statewide
inventory of dams in Alabama, no
standards for quality construction and
no requirement for regular evaluation.
Yep, it’s a long way from Oroville
to Montgomery.
Back in February,
The Montgomery Advertiser
reported on the state's unfortunate
distinction, citing several sources
to make the point. The American
Society of Civil Engineers stated in
2015 that information on Alabama
dams is "incomplete" and a similar
evaluation from the Association of
State Dam Safety Officials pointed
out that the "condition of most
dams in Alabama is unknown,"
the newspaper said.
In fact, only the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has any
decent information on the

Alabama situation, the story reported.
The Corps estimates that Alabama
has more than 2,200 dams and that
only 2 percent – or less than 50 of
them – are inspected. And those
undergo review only because they
meet federal regulatory tests and are
subject to federally-required annual
inspections and the development of
emergency action plans.
The threat in Oroville was real.
But tragedy was avoided as the dam
eventually held its ground, despite
significant damage to both the main
and bare slope spillways. As the tallest
dam in America, the aftermath of a
complete failure is almost beyond our
imaginations.
A couple of days later, my phone
rang early one morning and the
familiar voice on the other end of
the phone began to express concern
about Alabama's lack of review of the
dams that dot our state's landscape.
As both a state and national leader
among county engineers, his voice
always demands attention with those
who shape public policy. And he was
concerned.
Together we recounted that
unsuccessful effort back in 2014,
a movement pushed along initially
because of a dam breach in his area.
As the unified voice for county
government in Alabama, the
Association and a team of county
engineers were participants in that
initiative. Honestly, we failed to take
on a real leadership role for a variety
of reasons. And, without a catalyst for
change, the legislative effort failed to
gain any momentum.
Right now, in the midst of the
2017 legislative session, it seems a bit
distracting to start thinking about a
piece of legislation that isn’t even on
the drawing board. Admittedly, the
issues surrounding counties right now

– new revenue for roads and bridges,
a stronger voice on the Retirement
Systems of Alabama Board of Control
and the never-ending prison crisis –
must stay in our cross-hairs for
the moment.
Before we know it, however,
this session will conclude and
then it will be time to turn our
focus and expertise to a new set
of priorities. There will be new
problems; with solutions that
can only be identified through
the leadership of an organization
which has demonstrated, over
and over again, that it can effect
real change.
The 2014 effort at
establishing a dam safety
program was derailed for a
variety of reasons; none of which
should be strong enough to keep
Alabama and its citizens in such
a disadvantaged position for
much longer.

There will be money to be made
on the passage of this bill. Clearly a
group, or groups, will be responsible
for paying the invoice when the
inspections take place, and someone
will be on the receiving end of those

The Corps estimates
that Alabama has
more than 2,200 dams
and that only 2 percent –
or less than 50 of them –
are inspected.
payments. Those facts will make
passage more difficult.
Some state agency must assume
the responsibility for coordinating
and administering the program.

There will be costs associated with
that effort as well, along with
administrative duties. Those facts
will make the passage more difficult.
There will be some who will be
interested in looking for new ways
to assign blame – and financial
responsibility – if required
inspections are not conducted
or if identified repairs are not
made. Those facts will make the
passage more difficult.
And there will be those
who will work to ensure that,
somehow, one group or another
gains or loses power in this new
process. Those facts will also
make the passage more difficult.
None of those facts change
the most important “take away” from
the evacuation a few weeks ago. It
might be a long way from Oroville
to Montgomery, but bad news travels
very, very quickly. n

The attorneys and staff of Webb &
Eley, P. C. support and appreciate
all of the county commissioners
and their staff.

P.O. Box 240909, Montgomery, AL 36124
(334) 262-1850
Website: www.webbeley.com
E-mail: contactfirm@webbeley.com
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“I’m always amazed by counties’ ability to find a way forward.
Counties overcome complex challenges, provide essential services to residents,
save taxpayers money and constantly do more with less.”
Those are the words of Bryan Desloge,
president of the National Association of
Counties (NACo), who has chosen to focus
his presidential initiative – and the 2017
celebration of National County Government
Month – on recognizing innovations and
sharing best practices.
He calls them Brilliant Ideas at Work,
and there are plenty of examples right here in
Alabama. There must be – because counties
accomplish so much for so many, working
with resources that are all too scarce.

What are the characteristics of Brilliant
Ideas at Work? Are they unique? Sometimes.
The wheel did have to be invented, and you
could say the same about Simplified Sellers
Use Tax remittance. But there is brilliance
too in taking inspiration from another
county’s success or in making the most of
something that seems routine.
Bottom line, the brilliant part is what
Desloge would call “finding a way forward”
despite countless challenges. And counties in
Alabama do that every single day.

Editor’s Note:
This month, County Commission magazine is saluting a few of the Brilliant Ideas at Work in Alabama counties.
The Brilliant Ideas on these pages are surely just the tip of the iceberg. Undoubtedly, there are many more. We would
love to hear about Brilliant Ideas at Work in your county! Please email us at sgowan@alabamacounties.org.

Blount County’s town hall meeting goes live

L

ast fall things were coming
down to the wire for the
Moving Blount County
Forward initiative.
The coalition had been working
for months to secure support for a
1-cent sales tax to benefit county
and municipal infrastructure, public
schools and public safety. County
voters would decide the issue in a
referendum on the same
ballot as a presidential
election predicted to
generate massive turnout.
Advocates were not
satisfied that extensive
community meetings and
other communication
efforts had been sufficient.
“Even with 30 town
hall meetings, we were
only reaching a small
part of the population,”
said Zac Marsh, county
administrator.
10 | COUNTY COMMISSION

And then came the brilliant
idea. What about a virtual town hall
meeting? Citizens wouldn’t have
to go out of their way to attend an
event at a fixed time and location.
The meeting could go to them via
social media.
“It blew my mind,” said
Commissioner Dean Calvert. “I said
I’m willing to do anything we can to

get the information out as efficiently
as possible.”
Next thing he knew, it was the
Sunday afternoon before Election
Day. Chris Green, the probate judge
and commission chairman, had the
county school superintendent and
Calvert over to his house for a
half-hour conversation about the
1-cent tax.
The hardware was
pretty simple –
a Samsung tablet and
$100 microphone from
Best Buy. But it was
enough to livestream their
conversation to more than
a thousand viewers using
Facebook Live.
“Within a few days,
we had something like
7,000 views,” Marsh said.
The referendum passed
with 57 percent support
from voters, and the virtual

FROM THE COVER

town hall meeting may have been what put them over the top.
“I really think that was the push to get the tax passed,” Calvert said.
Facebook Live is no replacement for face-to-face community
meetings, but the two work well together, he said.
Overall, feedback was positive – even from opponents.
“They still appreciated the fact that we did it,” Marsh said. n
To find out more about these Brilliant Ideas at Work in Blount County,
contact Commissioner Dean Calvert (205-625-6868 //
dcalvert@blountcountyal.gov) or Administrator Zac Marsh
(205-625-6868 x #3234 // zmarsh@blountcountyal.gov).

Blount County

7,153 Views

123 Shares

Blount County’s
Town Hall Meeting
on Facebook Live

73 Comments

130 Likes

12 Loves

3 Wows

1 Angry

>>>View the Video:
www.facebook.com/Moving-Blount-County-Forward

Continuing the
conversation

C

ommunication strategy was key
to the success of the Moving
Blount County Forward referendum,
and that has sparked another
brilliant idea.
Commissioner Dean Calvert
had stuck his neck out to rally
support for the 1-cent sales tax.
On election night, as much as he
may have wanted to savor the win,
his thoughts turned to next steps.
“It hit me,” said Calvert,
a second-term Republican.
“We’ve got to make this work.”
Proponents of the tax increase
discussed options to increase
transparency and accountability,
and the “1-cent working for you”
campaign was born.
At an estimated $1.5 million
annually, county roads and bridges
are the biggest beneficiaries of
the tax increase, and Calvert
said questions started coming in
immediately about when work
would begin.
As the construction season
cranks up, a large sign at each job
site will inform Blount countians
exactly which road improvements
are made possible by that new cent.
“I want to prove to them they’ve
made a decision they can be
proud of,” Calvert said.
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Converting ‘safety committee’ into an action verb

B

Photo credit: Cullman County

rilliant ideas can come in all
their own incidents. The water
county employees. That led the
shapes and sizes, and some
department had experienced similar
Sheriff’s Department to sponsor
of the best success stories involve
problems while working in areas of
a half-day Verbal Defense course,
mastering the fundamentals,
right-of-way that some residents have open to all county departments.
like Michael Jordan working
A total of 91 county
to perfect his freeemployees were trained
throw shot.
in techniques to take
Most counties have
control of a conversation
safety committees, and
and “de-escalate” a
safety committees have
potential confrontation.
meetings. But how do
Feedback was
you get the most out of
positive across the board,
this investment of time
from safety-sensitive
and personnel?
departments and other
“There’s meetings to
areas. “These people deal
fulfill a requirement to
with the public all the
meet, and there’s meetings
time,” Tucker said.
to get something done,”
Before
said John Tucker, Cullman
Thinking Ahead
County’s safety director.
In meetings,
When safety committees In Cullman County, the sanitation department won praise for proactively
committee members
initiating and implementing a project to improve inadequate access to
work effectively, it’s almost
also report on Safety
above-ground fuel storage tanks. The old steps (above) were steep and
a little bit magic, because
Improvement Activities,
the whole is greater than the narrow, and employees found it difficult to safely reach a port that must be a broad category
sum of its parts. And here
checked routinely to monitor fuel levels. The department upgraded to
designed to encompass
are a couple examples of the a new catwalk, steps and railing (below) to reduce the risk of accidents.
a wide range of
very real results that can be
action steps.
achieved by a hard-working
“If we are going to
safety committee.
After
reduce loss due to injury
or property damage,
Common Risk
that requires action and
At two safety committee
not just recordkeeping
meetings in a row last
or ‘after the fact’
year, the road department’s
investigations,” Tucker
representative reported
said. “We can in fact be
concerns from county
proactive to reduce risk.
employees out at job sites
However, being proactive
who were confronted
requires action.”
by dissatisfied citizens.
At one meeting,
A heated conversation
the sanitation
about long-overdue road
department reported
repair could potentially tip
that employees had built
over into violence.
and installed new steps
claimed as part of their lawns.
Representatives of other
with handrails and a railing-enclosed
The safety committee decided
safety-sensitive departments,
platform so they would have better
this was a serious risk affecting
seated around the table,
access when checking levels in
large
numbers
of
their
fellow
were quick to chime in with
aboveground fuel storage tanks.
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The upgrades were initiated – not because an outsider pointed a finger at the
problem – but because employees noticed that the small ladder they’d been
using made it hard to safely reach an important port. It was a routine task,
and they saw a risk they could reduce.
“They brought pictures, and by the next meeting or two, the water
department had done the same thing,” Tucker said.
The safety program is making progress in Cullman County, and Tucker
said employees increasingly see safety as something that benefits them.
The hard-working safety committee is right at the heart of putting the
“active” in proactive. “I’m seeing the spark – the lightbulb go off,”
he said. “If we look around, there are things we can do. n

Cullman County

“If we look around,
there are things
we can do.”

To find out more about this Brilliant Idea at Work in
Cullman County, contact John Tucker, safety director,
at 256-775-4948 or jtucker@co.cullman.al.us.

As a result of information shared by the shared by the sanitation department with the Safety
Committee, the water department identified a similar risk. At that department’s fuel tanks,

Photo credit: Cullman County

employees installed this new wraparound catwalk with steps and railings.
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This Safety Improvement Activity completed by

The water department uses this concrete platform for pressure-washing equipment,

the sanitation department involved painting the

and one side of the platform is above grade. Employees recognized the uneven work

shop floor to identify walking aisles.

surface as a safety risk, and as a result they installed this new yellow guardrail

SAFETY COMMITTEE TIPS
1. M
 eet regularly.
Cullman Co.’s committee meets every two months.

2. At every meeting, safety-sensitive departments report
on their monthly departmental safety meetings.
3. In addition to reviewing recent incidents and corrective
measures, committee members share proactive steps taken.
4. A
 sk departmental representatives on the committee to
designate someone who can sub for them if necessary
so that every safety-sensitive department participates
in every committee meeting.
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ECRT goes big on advertising

Gadsden Regional Medical Center saw the value of advertising with Etowah County Rural
Transportation right away and reserved the entire left side of the buses, said Director Lora Weaver.

E

towah County is the latest in a growing number of counties that
have tapped into another revenue stream to help fund their rural
transportation programs, which many residents rely on for rides to doctor’s
appointments, dialysis or the grocery store.
Riders typically pay a small fare, but the bulk of funding for these
programs comes from the county and from federal grants. For Etowah
County, riders pay a $6 fare to utilize a program that, altogether, costs a little
less than $400,000 a year, said Lora Weaver, director of Etowah County Rural
Transportation (ECRT).
But since February of this
year, there are advertisers paying
to emblazon their messages on
the soon-to-be 6 ECRT buses
crisscrossing the county, from
Ballplay in the east to Egypt
in the west. “We’re looking at
approximately $24,000 in revenue
annually,” Weaver said.
“That helps a lot.”
She started the project by
checking with the Alabama
Department of
Transportation
(ALDOT),
which
administers federal grants for rural
transportation. After a request for
proposals, the county commission
contracted with someone locally

Etowah County

who handles ad sales, production
and installation.
“He does all the work,”
Weaver said, noting that the county
commission and ALDOT must
approve all ads.
ECRT considered attaching
brackets to the buses to hold small,
interchangeable signs, but instead
went big with wrap-style ads that
advertisers purchase for a year.
“It gives the advertiser a whole lot
bigger area to catch people’s attention
– plus it brings in more revenue,”
Weaver said.
“Brilliant Ideas” are not
necessarily unique. Sometimes the
smartest move you can make is
to replicate what works in
other counties.
Weaver said she received excellent
advice from other rural transportation
programs that had already started
advertising initiatives, such as
Baldwin and Houston counties as
well as the Northwest Alabama
Council of Local Governments,
which serves Colbert, Lauderdale,
Franklin, Marion and
Winston counties.
She’s also got an eye on the
possibility of advertising inside
the buses.
ECRT operates on a demand
response basis, meaning that riders
schedule ideally at least a day in
advance for trips that can be 30-40
miles one way. Last year, ECRT
made 2,367 trips during the busiest
quarter (January-March).
“We use all the money we bring
in to offset the cost to the county,”
Weaver said. n
To find out more about this Brilliant
Idea at Work in Etowah County, contact Lora
Weaver, director of transportation, at 256547-1014 or LWeaver@EtowahCounty.org.
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Alabama County
Bid Alliance

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
Controlling daily owning and operating costs shouldn’t
stretch your resources. Warrior Tractor has everything you’re
looking for.
With knowledgeable and experienced management and sales force, you can count on
Warrior Tractor and Equipment’s exceptional customer service. Each member of the
management sales force averages over 30 years of equipment sales experience and each
continues to be trained and certified by John Deere to provide customers with optimal
information regarding equipment.

Visit your nearest Warrior Tractor and Equipment
location today to find out more!
Northport, AL........... 205-339-0300
Athens, AL ................ 256-233-1914
Montgomery, AL...... 334-277-7260
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Monroeville, AL ........ 251-575-7111
Oxford, AL. ............... 256-831-0921
Pelham, AL............... 205-988-4472

www.WarriorTractor.com
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Employee Clinic is Win-Win in Madison County

W

ith Madison County’s new
health clinic, employees are
getting better care, and the county
is saving $14 million a year.
It sounds almost too good to be
true, but it is real, and Dale Strong,
a longtime commissioner, counts it
among the highlights of his first four
years as chairman.
“Like most Madison County
businesses, we were faced with rising
healthcare costs,” Strong said.
“I’m talking about jumping from
$11 million to $25 million to cover
county employees.”
The county was also concerned
about absenteeism, and many
employees lacked a primary
care physician.
For expertise, Strong turned to
Huntsville Hospital Health Systems.
Motivated by similar concerns, the
hospital had established its own
in-house medical clinic for employees
in 1998 with positive results.
This led to the creation of the
Local Government Employee Health
Clinic, a partnership of Madison
County, Huntsville Utilities and
Huntsville Hospital Health Systems.
The clinic, conveniently located
a couple miles from downtown, is
under the same roof as a pharmacy
and several other medical services.

Total Clinic Visits
3,643
3,095

1,861

2014

2015

2016
© shironosov - iStock

Total clinic visits have increased
every year. Visits numbered 1,861
in 2014, the clinic’s first year of
operation. Usage increased 66 percent
in 2015, and with the continued
growth in 2016, total visits came in at
3,643 for the year, almost double the
first-year figures.
Dr. Joe Sharp serves as medical
director with a total staff of five.
Operating expenses are divided on a
pro rata basis between the county and
Huntsville Utilities.
One incentive for county
employees and their families to use
the clinic is a reduced copay. They can

see the doctor for $15 as compared to
$35-40 per visit for other providers.
Sharp says one of the biggest
benefits for employees is that
the clinic works as a reliable and
expedited entry point to specialists.
“You can get lost in the medical
system,” he said, recounting one
patient who came in the clinic with
chest pains and arm pain. Before the
day was out, he had a cardiologist
and a stent in his heart, opening a 90
percent blockage.
Initially, most patients turned to
the clinic only for urgent care, but
more and more people are using it

Local Government Employee Health Clinic
• Open weekdays: 7pm - 5:25pm • Open to county employees, their
dependents over age 12 and retirees
• No appointment required
• Partnership of Madison County
• Copay only $15 per visit
Commission, Huntsville Hospital Health
Systems, and Huntsville Utilities
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for chronic care – meaning that many individuals with diabetes or high
blood pressure are managing these conditions better.

“Like most Madison County businesses,
we were faced with rising healthcare costs.”
- Chairman Dale Strong,
Madison County Commission
“The county has reaped some good savings,” said Andrea Rosler, vice
president of human resources for Huntsville Hospital. She said there are
cost savings when individuals go to the clinic for urgent care instead of
the emergency room and when chronic conditions
are managed more carefully. In addition,
serious health problems can be detected earlier.
“You hear from the county and Huntsville
Utilities that morale has improved because this clinic has been
provided for employees,” said John Reynolds of Huntsville Hospital.
“They couldn’t reduce it or get rid of it now because people feel
very strongly about it.” n

Madison County

To find out more about this Brilliant Idea at Work
in Madison County, contact Administrator Kevin Jones at
256-532-3492 or kjones@madisoncountyal.gov.
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CALL TODAY!
205-613-6688
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Safety coordinators collaborate on SIDP

afety Coordinator for an
entire county is no small job,
especially when you are wearing
multiple hats.
The Safety Incentive Discount
Program (SIDP) is no small
project either, but there is a
group of safety coordinators who are
taking teamwork to a new level to
ensure that they get the job done.
Through the SIDP,
county members of the ACCAsponsored self-insurance funds are
eligible to earn cash incentives.
To qualify, the county must complete
that year’s requirements, so the
program works out to be a
detailed year-long “to-do” list of
safety improvements.
A good number of safety
coordinators from the northern
half of the state collaborate by
meeting together several times a year
to review program requirements

The idea for safety coordinators to
team up in this way originated several
years ago with Spencer Gray from
Etowah County.
“We just try to make sure
everybody in the group gets
Cginspiration | Dreamstime.com
their bullets knocked out,”
Gray said. “It’s tough if you don’t
know where to find all the info, and
Through the SIDP,
everybody’s got another job.”
Some meetings have drawn as
county members
many as a dozen counties, he said,
of the ACCA-sponsored and Morgan County generously
provides a location for most of
self-insurance funds
the gatherings.
“It’s a lot of ‘How did you do
are eligible to earn
number 3? Because I’m having
cash incentives.
trouble making that happen,’”
said Zac Marsh from Blount County.
and share upcoming training
opportunities. Each year they also
produce a streamlined, bullet-point
list of the program’s requirements.

To find out more about
this Brilliant Idea at Work,
contact Spencer Gray at
sgray@etowahcounty.gov.

Dale County Persists Against Litter

P

© Francesco Scatena | Dreamstime
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ersistence” may be just a nice
way of saying “stubbornness,”
but whatever term you prefer, it can
be a critical part of brilliant ideas.
In Dale County, one problem
that needed solving was roadside
litter. “We had struggled to get
something going,” recalled Chairman
Mark Blankenship. Inmate labor
seemed like a good approach, but
“it just kept falling through, and the
sides of our roads were terrible.”
Fortunately, the commission’s
persistence overcame the stubborn
problem, and the solution is even
sweeter because it provides gainful
employment to citizens with limited
options for work.

The county entered into
a contract with Wiregrass
Rehabilitation Inc. in Dothan.
For its part, the county provides a
truck and supplies such as garbage
bags. Wiregrass Rehab provides the
manpower, usually a crew of two or
three laborers and a supervisor.
The general public provides the
litter – and plenty of it. Fall of 2016
was the first time crew members
worked the county, and they collected
20.8 tons of trash, including more
than a hundred tires.
“They are doing a great job.
It is putting people to work who
would otherwise struggle to find
employment,” the chairman said.

Photo credit: Dale County
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Blankenship said the plan is to collect roadside trash
countywide twice a year. The spring phase started in March
and is slated to conclude before right-of-way mowing begins
this summer.
Wiregrass Rehab is a nonprofit that offers a variety of
programs to help with individuals with job readiness, often
utilizing an “earn while you learn” approach to training. n

Dale County

To find out more about this Brilliant Idea at Work
in Dale County, contact Chairman Mark Blankenship
at 334-774-6025 x2405 or mblankenship@dalecountyal.org.

NO DPF
NO PROBLEM
Despite popular belief, you don’t need a diesel particulate filter (DPF) to be
Tier 4 compliant. And JCB’s NO DPF solution means less fuel, less parts and
less service. JCB’s engine solution was designed without a DPF because we
know that time is money. That’s why our backhoe range is DPF free.
To learn more about our NO DPF solution, schedule a demo today!

JCBOFALABAMA.COM

791 Anderson Road
Montgomery, AL 36110

(866) 954-6522

8920 Weaver Avenue
Leeds, AL 35094

30 Plunkett Avenue
Anniston, AL 36201

(888) 791-3173 (866) 480-6125

4059
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+
Broadleaf Weeds & Brush Now
Have Nowhere to Hide!
With the combination of HardBall & Trycera,
you get superior control of broadleaf weeds and
brush with less active ingredient and less risk of
off-target damage.
HardBall is a “new generation” 2,4-D acid
herbicide that provides equal or better weed
control than standard 2,4-D products. Its unique
“acid” technology allows greater weed-killing
efficiency and much lower volatility.
Trycera is a patent-protected triclopyr acid
that controls broadleaf weeds and brush in a
variety of environmental conditions. Its unique
formulation minimizes problems with spray
application and mixing.
For more information, contact your nearest
Helena representative.
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HardBall is listed under the Alabama County Joint Bidding Program

• Excellent broadleaf weed control at lower rates
than standard 2,4-D products
• No phenoxy odor & very low volatility for
application in sensitive areas
• “In-can” surfactant system that enhances uptake,
improves spreading & wetting, & reduces spray
droplet bounce & evaporation
• Water conditioning & pH reduction can improve
herbicidal activity by reducing antagonism(s)

• Outstanding control of brush & tough broadleaf
weeds, even under environmental extremes
• Non-flammable–contains no petroleum solvents
or alcohol
• Extremely low odor & very low volatility for
applications in sensitive areas
• Non-corrosive
• Enhanced pH & water conditioning properties
improve performance by reducing antagonisms

Always read and follow label directions. HardBall, Trycera and People...Products...Knowledge... are registered trademarks of Helena Holding Company. © 2011 Helena Holding Company.

Helena Chemical Company• 3200 Old Montgomery Hwy. Selma, Al. 36701 • 334-875-2737 • Mobile: 662-312-0510 • www.helenachemical.com
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Beyer: Federal red tape
doubles project costs

• Exempting projects utilizing
less than $5 million in
federal funds from all federal
requirements in favor of state
or local standards;
• When transportation facilities
n the prowl for government inefficiencies to eradicate, some members
sustain damage from a disaster,
of Congress brought in an expert hunting guide for a recent hearing.
exempting emergency repairs
Elmore County Engineer Richie Beyer put their sights squarely on
from federal requirements to
impediments to infrastructure improvements and economic growth.
expedite restoration of services
“Federal mandates and environmental requirements hamper Alabama’s
and lower the cost of repairs.
efforts to recover its decaying roads and bridges,” testified Beyer.
Beyer illustrated with Elmore
He spoke before two subcommittees of the U.S. House Committee on County examples, such as a simple
Oversight and Government Reform. Rep. Gary Palmer of Hoover, Ala.,
resurfacing project that yielded a
chairs one of the panels, the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Affairs.
project file 20 times thicker than
the overlay placed on the roadway.
But he went on to assure committee
members that their chosen prey
– these bureaucratic inefficiencies –
cause similar distress for
local governments throughout
the country.

O

>>>Get more at: https://shar.es/1U8yFZ
NACo article • Video of 90-minute hearing • Full written testimony
"When county projects utilize federal funding, higher project costs and
longer delivery times are the norm,” Beyer said. “Bureaucratic red tape and
cumbersome environmental reviews slow projects down and drive labor
costs up. Currently, counties are required to follow the same exhaustive
federal requirements on a small sidewalk or preservation project as they
would for mega-projects.”
In the course of the 90-minute hearing, Palmer asked how further
control for federal aid projects could be delegated to the state and local
level. With marksman’s precision, Beyer identified specific reforms:

A number of county
commissioners and engineers
from Alabama attended the
March 1 hearing, which coincided
with the NACo Legislative
Conference in Washington, D.C.
Beyer is a past president
of the National Association of
County Engineers (NACE),
which recognized him as Rural
County Engineer of the Year. Beyer
currently serves as vice chairman
on the National Association of
Counties (NACo) Transportation
Steering Committee, and he is also a
past president of the Association of
County Engineers of Alabama. n
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Excerpted from:
Written Statement for the Record
Walter Richard (Richie) Beyer IV,
County Engineer,
Elmore County, Alabama
March 1, 2017, Washington, D.C.
Chairman Palmer, Chairman Farenthold,
Ranking Member Demings, Ranking Member Plaskett
and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations and Subcommittee on
Interior, Energy and Interior, thank you for holding
today’s hearing. I am honored to testify before you
today on federal environmental impediments to
project delivery on behalf of the National
Association of Counties and National Association
of County Engineers.
My name is Richie Beyer, and I serve as the County
Engineer for Elmore County, Alabama. Elmore County
serves a population of approximately 82,000 and is
one of the fastest growing counties in our state.
Located just north of our state’s capital, Montgomery,
we are a destination for many who wish to live in a
setting with abundant natural resources, a quality
education system and a comfortable standard of living.
My experience in infrastructure development
extends not only to Elmore County, but to the national
level as well, as I am a past president of the National
Association of County Engineers and currently serve
as Vice-Chairman on the National Association of
Counties’ Transportation Steering Committee.
I have served on various state and federal committees
and working groups during my tenure with county
government, many of which have focused on the
effective delivery of projects and the effective use of
federal funding.
Elmore County is responsible for over 1,000
public road miles and 127 public bridges within our
boundaries. Our funding resources, however, are not
sufficient to address what is needed to maintain our
vast infrastructure. “The Silent Crisis,” a 2010 analysis
of Alabama county roads and bridges, indicated Elmore
County’s surface infrastructure system operates on
26 | COUNTY COMMISSION

about one-third of the revenue needed to adequately
maintain our road and bridges. It’s important to note
that this analysis did not take into account the capacity
needs of the county, only the basic maintenance needs
for our roads and bridges. With Elmore County’s
growing population as a burgeoning suburb of our state
capital, our roads and bridges are experiencing more
traffic than ever. As a result, our surface transportation
infrastructure is under more increasing stress.
Counties face financial challenges because, in many
cases, state legislatures limit our ability to raise revenue
to fund critical infrastructure projects. The main
general revenue sources for a great many counties are
property and sales taxes. However, while counties in 45
states collect property taxes, they can only keep about a
quarter (23.7 percent) of what is collected. Limitations
like these that significantly impact counties’ ability to
effectively raise additional revenue to pay for services
and infrastructure, especially unforeseen expenses such
as emergency repairs. Due to these state and local
funding constraints, counties such as Elmore depend
on a strong state and federal partnership to deliver
transportation investments that are critical to our
communities and our national economy. Our nation’s
3,069 counties build and maintain 45 percent of public
road miles and 40 percent of bridges, as well as over
one-third of the nation’s transit systems and airports.
Not only do county roads, bridges and highways
connect our counties and states, they serve as a lifeline
for rural counties and our citizens, playing a critical
role in the movement of freight and other goods
and services.
This situation is not unique to Elmore County.
My county shares many similarities with counties
across the nation who work every day to stretch the
taxpayer dollars they are entrusted to manage to
ensure their most effective and efficient use. Counties
are innovators and in many cases must be to survive.
The federal government can assist this innovation
by providing a regulatory environment designed to
empower project delivery, not hamper it. My remarks
to this committee today will provide recommendations
to strengthen this cooperation.
I am reminded of an observation made to me
several years ago by someone that I have great respect
for. He observed that, in most situations, lower levels
of government inevitably believe that the higher levels
of government have the funding to address issues,
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while the higher levels of government don’t think that
the lower levels of government have the expertise to
properly manage the resources with which they are
entrusted. Thus, we have an ongoing struggle between
levels of government for control and an increased
chance that our resources aren’t going to be utilized
in the most effective manner. In the words of Ralph
Waldo Emerson, “Our distrust is very expensive.”
The infrastructure partnership between local, state,
and the federal government is a key element in the
success of our nation’s economies. Local roads are the
original arterial roadways; it is these roadways which
connect to our state and federal highway system. All
routes originate on these local roads. Finding the
balance between regulation and reality is the key, to
making this partnership productive for the American
people. Today, I will highlight some of these challenges
and provide recommendations for how Congress can
help us tackle these issues.
I will also illustrate three areas where local
government can accomplish faster project completion
without sacrificing environmental oversight or project
safety. Whether they be road or bridge projects or
emergency repairs, local governments possess the
capabilities to produce results in considerably less
time and for less money. …
In 2013, the United States Government
Accountability Office (GAO) found that inefficient use
of federal funds can occur when the cost of complying
with federal requirements is high relative to a project's
cost. While the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) has taken steps to improve the efficiency
of federal-aid projects, it has not explored or issued
guidance targeted to local agencies on how they can
maximize administrative flexibilities, despite internal
and external recommendations to do so. Some local
agency officials GAO interviewed stated they do not
pursue federal funding for projects under certain
dollar thresholds because the cost involved outweighs
the benefits; however, others choose to do so due to a
lack of funding alternatives. In times of emergencies,
most counties are not afforded the luxury of deciding
whether or not to request federal funds – they are
a necessity.
Working through these issues and delays has given
me the experience and perspective necessary to identify
pos-sible solutions to make this partnership more

effective and less costly to local governments, while
at the same time not sacrificing safety or established
environmental protocols.
Potential Solutions- Establish Exemptions and
Empower All Levels of Government
These examples point to some of the challenges
we face in local government. I offer the following two
recommendations for ensuring we can provide our
citizens the best possible services given our
limited resources.
The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century Act (MAP-21) set a precedent by identifying a
category of low risk projects appropriate for Categorical
Exclusions [23 CFR Part 771.117 (c) and/or (d)]. In
addition, MAP-21 established financial thresholds
categorically excluding projects from environmental
reviews, provided that the projects receive less than
$5,000,000 in federal funds. The FAST Act reinforced
these principles.
First, we would like to recommend that Congress
build on the principles introduced in MAP-21 and
furthered in the FAST Act by creating an exemption
from all federal requirements if the project receives
less than $5,000,000 in federal funding. The state
and local governments would apply the appropriate
state or local standards and specifications to their
projects and follow state law to bid for, award and
execute their projects. State and local governments
could also perform work under force account, provided
there is a substantial cost savings to the public by doing
so. No state or federal oversight would apply to these
projects, which will ensure more funding makes it to
tangible projects. Low risk projects as defined in the
FAST Act could easily be grouped into this exemption,
but strong consideration should be given to defining
bridge replacement projects where no major relocation
occurs as an exempt action as well.
What would be the impacts of this type of change?
First, more of our fuel tax will reach the public in
the form of tangible road and bridge projects. Quite
simply, we are currently seeing gas tax money go to
meeting duplicative federal regulations as opposed to
the project itself. While cutting out these duplicative
regulations will not solve gas tax funding issues,
this approach shows our citizens that we are doing
everything possible to be efficient with the resources
we have been entrusted to manage.
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Second, local and state governments can best
evaluate the needs of their communities and the
appropriate project scope that provides the greatest
benefit to the communities.
Third, the various federal agencies can focus their
efforts on moving large scale highway projects through
the process and refocus their efforts on being resources
to the state and local governments to meet the needs of
our communities.
Lastly, the public wins. More resources are directed
to projects that they can see, use, and reap the benefits
from through an improved quality of life – all while
improving our transportation network, which serves as
the backbone for our nation’s economy.
This only works if the federal government has
enough faith in states and counties to ensure public
safety for their citizens. While I have no doubt the
intentions of the federal government are to protect the
public, there must be a realization that states have that
same interest.
The FAST Act and MAP-21 both included
provisions exempting emergency repair work when
federal assistance is involved, but they do not go
far enough, as there are still a multitude of project

types that are susceptible to review regardless of the
scale of its undertaking. For example, the Holley
Mill Road project mentioned above could have been
completed quicker for less money. More importantly,
the bureaucratic delays of this project placed lives in
danger. Creation of an exemption that removes all
federal requirements from emergency repairs to any
transportation facility damaged by a disaster would
expedite restoration of services to our citizens,
lower the costs of repairs and refocus federal
resources to be available to support and assist
with recovery efforts.
In closing, counties stand ready to work with
our federal partners to achieve our shared goals
of strengthening transportation networks,
improving public safety and advancing our economic
competitiveness. We need a strong, reliable federal
partner that allows us to practically address the needs
of our constituents.
Thank you again, Chairmen. Ranking Members
and members of the Subcommittees, for the
opportunity to testify today. I would be pleased to
answer any questions.

NORTH ALABAMA

HALLELUJAH
TRAIL of SACRED

PLACES

A Free Self-Driving Tour of 32 Century Old Sites Celebrating the
Cultural and Spiritual Heritage of North Alabama.
TM

CALL OR CLICK FOR YOUR FREE VISITOR’S GUIDE AND HALLELUJAH TRAIL BROCHURE!
•
ALABAMA MOUNTAIN LAKES TOURIST ASSOCIATION
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At Nationwide,®
participant priorities
are our priorities.
We help America’s workers prepare for and live
in retirement — and that means making your
participants’ needs #1. From enrollment
through retirement, our people, tools and
education surround and support participants
so they can confidently make smart decisions.

To find out more about how we
put participants first, contact:
Martha Sutton
256-509-1389

Jeremy White
334-689-0947

Elaine Graham
205-249-8423

Keith McGraw
251-263-2857

www. nrsforu.com
Nationwide, through its affiliated retirement plan service and product providers, has endorsement relationships with the National Association of Counties and the International Association of Fire Fighters-Financial Corporation. More information
about the endorsement relationships may be found online at www.nrsforu.com. Nationwide, its agents and representatives, and its employees are prohibited by law and do not offer investment, legal or tax advice. Please consult with your tax or
legal advisor before making any decisions about plan matters. Retirement Specialists are registered representatives of Nationwide Investment Services Corporation, member FINRA. Nationwide and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2017 Nationwide
NRM-10021AL (4/2016)
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Equipping You to Better Serve Your County

By The Hon. Bryan Desloge
new faces to all
2017brings
levels of government,

and thousands of leaders are beginning
new roles in county government. To
those leaving county government,
thank you for your service. To those
beginning or continuing county service,
we look forward to your participation in
the National Association of Counties
(NACo) in the coming year.
For many of you, this may be
your first time holding public office.
More than a decade ago, I was in the
same position when I was first elected
to the Leon County, Fla., Board of
Commissioners.
In my early days as a
commissioner, just as my state
association proved to be invaluable,
I quickly learned that NACo was also
tremendously helpful. Through unique
services, resources and programs,
NACo empowered me to be a more
effective county leader, and I know
NACo will equip you to better serve
your county. Here’s a quick snapshot of
what we’re doing at the national level to
keep counties healthy, vibrant and safe.
Federal Advocacy
Washington, D.C., may seem
distant and unrelated to your day-to-day
responsibilities, but decisions made by
the White House, Congress and federal
courts have major, cascading impacts
30 | COUNTY COMMISSION

on our ability to lead our communities
and pursue a better future. Federal
legislation, regulations and unfunded
mandates can significantly affect
county budgets and our residents’ lives.
NACo adeptly represents our
nation’s 3,069 counties, parishes and
boroughs in our intergovernmental
system and offers resources to keep
county officials informed and engaged
on issues important to our residents.
County News (www.naco.org/news),
your print and online newspaper,
connects you to counties across the
nation. Policy briefs, reports and
other resources can be found at
www.NACo.org/advocacy.
NACo also gives its members the
opportunity to be directly involved in the
federal policy process. More than 1,300
members serve on NACo committees,
boards and caucuses that address a
wide variety of issues.
Through our 10 policy steering
committees, members set NACo’s
agenda and legislative priorities. In
2016, our members testified before
Congress on key legislative and
regulatory issues facing counties
and represented counties on more
than 50 federal task forces and
advisory groups.
NACo is truly elevating county
voices in Washington, D.C., and I
encourage you to get involved by

joining a policy committee.
Resources
For many county leaders, serving
on the county board is a part-time job
with full-time responsibilities. That’s
why NACo provides easily accessible,
online resources that will save you time
and energy.
NACo’s award-winning County
Explorer (http://explorer.naco.org) gives
you access to county-specific data right
at your fingertips. This interactive online
tool, with more than 900 data sets,
grows every month with new research
and updates. It also provides countyspecific profiles for issues such as
endangered species and transportation,
and state-specific profiles for issues like
tax-exempt municipal bonds.
We maintain a grants
clearinghouse with hundreds of
federal grant opportunities for counties.
This online, one-stop shop enables
NACo members to search for grants
by category, eligibility, funder type
and state.
Lastly, you’ll be making difficult
decisions every day, and NACo
understands how important it is to have
accurate information readily available.
NACo offers a large collection of
research publications, reports and
webinars online for free. NACo is here
to help you and your county thrive.
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Cost-Saving Solutions
Budget constraints are an issue
in every county, and NACo provides
programs designed to save your county
and residents money. Here are some
examples:
• I U.S. Communities Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance – Leveraging
the purchasing power of more than
70,000 public sector entities.
• I Nationwide Deferred Compensation
and other employee benefits –
Helping more than 1.5 million county
employees and retirees save more
than $15 billion extra for retirement.
• Live Healthy U.S. Counties – NACo
member counties have achieved $650
million in savings on prescription drug,
health and dental services for county
residents.

Bryan Desloge has focused his presidential initiative, Brilliant Ideas at Work,
on bringing recognition to county innovations and helping NACo members learn
from one another’s best practices.

• I encourage you to leverage your
NACo membership to benefit
your communities and residents.
Together, we can build stronger
counties and a stronger America.

The Hon. Bryan Desloge is
president of the National Association
of Counties and a Leon County, Fla.,
commissioner. For more information,
contact membership@naco.org. n
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Ellis steps from the courthouse to the Statehouse

A

fter a decade’s service on the
Shelby County Commission,
Corley Ellis knows exactly what he is
proudest of – but he is quick to give
credit to others, including the county’s
professional staff.
“In the Great Recession, we
fared very well. We laid off very few
people,” Ellis recalled, noting that
commissioners worked well together
and shared a conservative attitude
on finances. “I’m proud of how we
overcame that adversity – and how
well prepared we were for it.”
Ellis joined the commission in
2006, shortly before the financial
crunch. He pointed out that the county
was already running like a machine at
that time. Elected officials had provided
strong and steady leadership, and
they had assembled an outstanding
group of staff leaders and professional
advisors – including his dad, Butch
Ellis, at county attorney.
“I’d put them against any
Fortune 500 company in the country,”

Hon. Corley Ellis
District 41, Alabama House
of Representatives
Elected to the Legislature:
October 2016 (special election)
Legislative Committee Appointments:
Financial Services,
Shelby County Legislation,
Local Legislation
County commission service:
Represented Shelby County’s
District 1, 2006-2016
Home: Columbiana
Professional: Real estate broker
& investor, Ellis Properties Inc.
Family: Wife, Julie,
and five-year-old son, Jamison

Corley said. “They are great people
to work with.”
However, these days his official
duties typically take him not to the
courthouse in Columbiana but to the
Statehouse in Montgomery.
Last October, Ellis was elected
to fill a midterm vacancy in the
Alabama House of Representatives.
Republican Mike Hill had represented
District 41 for 30 years, and Gov.
Robert Bentley appointed Hill to his
cabinet as superintendent of the
banking department.
Over the years, Hill had frequently
supported county government on
legislative issues and sponsored
bills on ACCA’s behalf. Corley brings
another strong county connection
to the district located entirely within
Shelby County.
In the Legislature, the unofficial
County Caucus is composed of
legislators who have served as
commissioners. Corley’s election
brings the caucus up to 13 members.
If you throw in the
municipalities of Calera and
Chelsea, his House district is
“almost identical” to his former
commission district, Ellis said.
Officially, he took the oath of
office right away, but his family
joined him in Montgomery for a
ceremonial swearing in on the
House floor. Ellis said it was a
With House members and a packed
gallery looking on, Speaker Mac
McCutcheon (left) administered the
oath of office to Rep. Corley Ellis on the
first day of the 2017 Regular Session.
His five-year-old son, Jamison, took
responsibility for holding the Bible.
Also present for the special moment
were his wife, Julie, and parents,

Photo credit: Dionne Whetstone, Alabama House of Representatives
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Diane and Butch Ellis.
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County Caucus
Rep. George Bandy, Lee
Rep. Jim Carns, Jefferson
Sen. Clyde Chambliss,
Autauga
Rep. Corley Ellis, Baldwin
Rep. Joe Faust, Baldwin
Rep. Berry Forte, Barbour
Rep. Steve Hurst,
Talladega
Rep. Reed Ingram,
Montgomery
Rep. John Knight,
Montgomery
Rep. Dimitri Polizos,
Montgomery
Rep. Randall Shedd, Cullman
Rep. David Standridge, Blount
Rep. Randy Wood, Calhoun

humbling moment. “That’s a big deal
to me,” he said. “That’s where the
people’s business takes place.”
He described the session’s first
week as fun and interesting. “It was a
week I thought would never get here.
I wanted to dive in and see what I’ve
gotten myself into,” he said.
Ellis identified three major
influences on his approach to serving
in the Legislature.
“My dad always says to leave
things better than you found them,”
he said, and this focus on the future
intensified greatly when he became
a dad himself. He and his wife, Julie,
welcomed their son, Jamison, to the
family five years ago.
As the owner of a small business,
Ellis said that he puts a high value on
contributions that the small business
sector makes to the state economy and
individual communities.
And that decade as a county
commissioner, working closely with

other local government bodies,
gives him a deeper appreciation
for the trickle-down effect of
state-level decisions.
“It’s so interconnected,” he said.
“You’ve got to think through all
the aspects.” n
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April is National Safe Digging Month

Always Call 811 Or Click al811.com
Before You Dig.

One free, easy call gets your utility lines marked
AND helps protect you from injury and expense.
Safe Digging Is No Accident: Always 811 Before You Dig.

www.al811.com
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A passion for developing leaders

L

egendary coach Vince Lombardi
encouraged to pursue other leadership
Hargrove said that seeing the
once said leaders are made,
roles in the future.
students get excited about the
not born. Some leaders learn as
Hargrove upped the ante last
classroom elections and their ideas for
they go, while others are groomed.
month when he loaded the group of
improving the community is his greatest
Some turn new experiences into an
over 30 students on a school bus
reward with the project. And although
opportunity for growth, while others are for a field trip to Montgomery. The
the PLAN 2016 group has completed
given the tools for success and face
day began with a trip to the Alabama
its journey, the two-term commissioner
the challenge when the time is right.
Statehouse, where students met their
plans to continue building his Passion
For a group of high school seniors in
local legislators and watched as bills
Project with the students of East
Lawrence County finding their way in
moved one step closer to becoming
Lawrence High School. He wants to
the world, that time is now.
law. They concluded their Montgomery keep the project going for years
Lawrence County Commissioner
tour at the Alabama Capitol, where the to come, giving every East Lawrence
Joey Hargrove is no
stranger to charting
his own path to
leadership. When he
was first elected in
2010, he didn’t know
the ins and outs of
county government.
He dedicated
countless hours to
relearning things
about governmental
organization he had
not thought about in
decades, because
he felt like he owed
it to his community.
He knew that if the
future of Lawrence
County was to rest in
Jamie Martin, Governor’s Office
the hands of the next
generation, there had East Lawrence High School’s Class of 2017 and Commissioner Joey Hargrove at Alabama’s historic capitol building.
to be a better way.
When the inaugural PLAN group
students learned about the history
student the opportunity to learn more
of 2016 was charged with developing
of Alabama’s government and the
about local and state government
a Passion Project, for Hargrove it
role of the executive branch in the
during their senior year.
was an easy decision. He chose to
legislative process.
“I think we may have a future
teach local high school students about
“It was really cool to see where
commissioner or two in this group,”
county government and how it affects
all of our laws are made and what the
said Hargrove with a laugh. “I hope I’ve
their everyday lives. As his first order
process looks like,” said one
opened their eyes to how government
of business, he had the group of high
East Lawrence senior. “It’s one thing
works, and how critically important
school seniors elect classroom officials. to learn about all of this from a
these roles are for the county. You can
He hoped that by giving them the
textbook, but it adds meaning to it
never be too young to think about ways
opportunity to take on a leadership
when you get to see the legislators
that you can better your community.” n
role in the classroom, they would be
and landmarks in person.”
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Commissioners step forward for PLAN 2018
Jay Thompson, Autauga County
Joey Peavy, Butler County
Ray Milstead, Clay County
Laura Cobb, Cleburne County
Marcie Foster, Cherokee County
Johnny Andrews, Conecuh County
Jimmy Jones, Coffee County
David Black, Colbert County
Kenneth Northey, Covington County
Kenneth Walker, Cullman County
Mark Blankenship, Dale County
Matthew Hodges, Jackson County
Steve Haraway, Madison County
Dan Harris, Montgomery County
Ronda M. Walker, Montgomery County
Ron Miller, Perry County
Larry Roberts, Randolph County
Chance Corbett, Russell County
Jerry Tingle, Tuscaloosa County
Keith Davis, Walker County
Bill Albritton, Wilcox County

LEADERSHIP

A

total of 21 county commissioners,
newly re-elected to their second
terms, have stepped forward to
accelerate their growth as leaders
through the Association’s PLAN
2018 program. It is a diverse group,
representing counties with populations
large and small that very nearly
span the state geographically, from
Jackson southward to Covington and
Tuscaloosa eastward to Russell.
Together they are focusing on
passion, leadership, accountability and
networking, and their journey is off to
an exceptional start. Commissioners
involved in the program are in the
early stages of identifying their
passion projects, which will be
revealed in August at the 2017 ACCA
Convention. They are also diving into
their connections with ACCA’s affiliate
groups for county professionals,

including administrators, engineers,
emergency managers, revenue officers
and 9-1-1 district staff.
The PLAN program, while only
in its second class, has proven to be
an effective way to connect secondterm county commissioners with their
communities. The Association and
its members look forward to what the
PLAN 2018 class will accomplish for
Alabama counties.
PLAN 2018 Mission Statement:
Together, 21 second-term county
commissioners, elected into an
environment of mistrust, unsolved
problems, and expanding challenges,
commit their collective energy and
vision to enhance their leadership skills,
hold themselves accountable, and
focus their individual passions on the
needs of their communities. n

Proven results for
companies big and small
Your time is valuable. So is your equipment.
Get the most from both with the experts at
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers. Every year we help tens
of thousands of people like you market and sell
their equipment for its true global market value.
▸ Time-saving, all-inclusive service
▸ 50+ years of experience selling equipment
▸ Flexible consignment options
▸ Any amount of equipment accepted
▸ Competitive bidding, on site and online
▸ Sale and payment dates you can count on

Count on the
auction experts
Branding ad Alabama County Commissioners Association (March) 7.5x4.8 01049.indd 1

Sell your equipment with the experts.
Call us today:
Blair Finstad | 601.842.3874
Southern Alabama/Mississippi
Jody Lenderman | 205.837.9033
Northern Alabama
Learn more at rbauction.com/sell
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COUNTY FAMILY FEATURE

The Alabama Transportation Rehabilitation and Improvement Program (ATRIP-1) pumped $12 million in Coffee County’s roads and bridges,
including maintenance and safety improvements to more than 7 miles of CR606.

Unity Despite Differences

Counties vary but engineers join forces seamlessly

T

he close collaboration of county
engineers is all the more
impressive when you consider the
differences in their duties, but these
contrasts have not distracted them
from the goal of new revenue for
county roads and bridges this year.
Exhibit A might be Coffee County,
where the engineer has an unusual
plate of work.
For starters, there’s the area’s
history of infrastructure-destroying
natural disasters, with the floodprone Pea River bisecting the
county diagonally.
Then there’s responsibility for a
regional landfill that has a track record
of turning a byproduct into a revenue
stream. And don’t forget the county’s
scrap tire recycling center serving parts
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of three states.
Not to mention, buildings and
grounds were added to his plate a
couple of years back with a charge to
find a way to pay for predictable capital
projects without borrowing money.

Randy Tindell, Engineer, Coffee County.

Whew. While some people
might run the other way from that
smorgasbord of duties, Randy Tindell
has held down the job since 1995.
When you meet him in person,
no supernatural powers are evident.
His county vehicle is not likely to be
mistaken for the Batmobile.
Rather, Tindell just seems like
one of the nicest people you would
ever hope to meet – the epitome of
an engineer, sense of humor on the
dry side. If you want to see him light
up, ask about Leila, his first and only
grandchild, born last year.
But he’s got that overachiever
habit that runs in the “county family,”
the gene that enables the 67 counties
to accomplish remarkable things
despite enormous challenges.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Tindell credits his assistants who oversee
the three departments: Marty Lentz at assistant
engineer, Mike Thornton in environmental services
and Todd Rugg in buildings and grounds. Thornton,
the newbie of the bunch, has only 17 years with the
county.
As for himself, Tindell is eligible to retire if he
wants. He has also worked as assistant engineer
in Cherokee, Geneva and Coffee counties as well
as a few years as engineer in his native Geneva
County. He says he is invested in seeing several
current projects through – or at least well into
implementation.
Highways
Coffee County’s highway department has
responsibility for nearly 800 miles of roadways
(about 70 percent paved) and 154 bridge structures,
but it is almost impossible to have a conversation
about the transportation infrastructure without
talking about natural disasters. Tindell said he’s
worked through at least a dozen that were federally
declared.
At the moment, the department is still making
repairs stemming from the December 2015 floods
that caused widespread damage throughout the
state.
“The rainfall amount was just a grunt more than
1990,” he said. That year, miles and miles of county
roads were destroyed and Elba flooded so badly
that there was a serious conversation about moving
the whole town to higher ground.
But 25 years later, “we withstood it a
whole lot better,” Tindell said.

copyright malachy120/bigstockphoto.com

Environmental Services
Though the county’s environmental
programs are multi-faceted, it is the landfill
operation that has drawn Tindell into
state policy discussions about solid waste
management. ACCA tapped him to serve
on a task force working on reforms to the
landfill permitting process, and legislation
is pending.
Today the county’s subtitle D landfill
serves about a dozen counties in the
Wiregrass. Opened in 1993 during Mark
Pool’s tenure as engineer, it was the
first landfill in Alabama to meet modern
environmental standards. A gas collection
system was voluntarily installed in the last
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10 years, and it more than paid for
itself through sales of carbon credits.
That particular initiative is on
hold due to market conditions, but the
county has explored other options to
harness the byproduct for generating
electricity or fueling vehicles with
compressed methane.
A fee is charged when anyone
makes a delivery to the scrap tire
facility. The metal collected is sold
for scrap, and, currently, a paper mill
in Georgia buys the rubber for fuel.
“There’s tremendous energy in tires. I
wanted to be on the front end of that,”
Tindell said. “It might be a significant
future revenue stream for the county,
as well as protecting the environment.”
Buildings & Grounds
Coffee is one of the few counties
in Alabama that has assigned oversight
of buildings and grounds to the
engineer. When Tindell’s phone rings, it
might be a complaint about a pothole,
but it could just as easily be “anything
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We stand a better chance
statewide,” he said,
“convincing legislators as a
whole to go out on a limb for
their constituents than what
Coffee County would by itself.

Randy Tindell’s
first tour of duty
in Coffee County
was as assistant
engineer under
Mark Pool in the
late 1980s and
early 1990s.

from a toilet not flushing to ‘we need to
add a new wing on,’” he said, laughing.
Coming to a close is one round
of capital improvements that included
energy conservation projects for all
county buildings. The energy savings
are sufficient to repay the loan for this
batch of improvements. Looking ahead,

the commission asked Administrator
Rod Morgan and Tindell to find a
way to pay for expenses that can be
anticipated without borrowing money.
Under normal conditions a new
roof might be expected to last for
decades, but it won’t last forever.
With that in mind, the commission has
established a mechanism to set money
aside for these longer-range projects.
“At the end of 20 years, there will
be enough money in the account to do
what we had to borrow to do this time,”
Tindell said.
For all Coffee County’s resilience,
entrepreneurship and ingenuity, it
needs the Alabama Legislature to
invest in local roads and bridges this
year about as badly as any county.
“We have desperate needs on
local roads,” Tindell said. “There is no
funding available to counties like us.”
A past president of the Association
of County Engineers of Alabama,
he said this is a time for counties to
stick together.
“We stand a better chance
statewide,” he said, “convincing
legislators as a whole to go out on a
limb for their constituents than what
Coffee County would by itself.” n

A voice from
Alabama’s
67 counties
Amy Beard, CCRO

Revenue Compliance Officer,
Madison County
Education Committee Chair
County Revenue Officers
Association of Alabama (CROAA)

Q

What
is your biggest
challenge as a
revenue officer?

A

Educating our taxpayers.
I have so many that I talk
with daily that do not have a good
understanding of our tax structure.
CROAA plays a huge part in that
with educating our revenue officers.

our classes, but also the
CGEI classes as well.
With every class, we
have a course evaluation
which allows us to see how well our
members feel that the instructors
are doing and give us comments
and suggestions. It has been a great
transition with having the ACCA
able to work with us to get closer to
our goal.

Q

Why do you think
CROAA puts such a
high priority on professional
development? How would you
like to see the training program
grow and strengthen in the next
few years?

A

When CROAA was
established it was the hope
that every county revenue officer
would have the chance to be
educated on the skills needed to

Q

CROAA’s education
program has undergone
some big changes in the last
few years. What were some
of the goals for moving the
program into the County
Government Education
Institute (CGEI)? How would
you evaluate that decision
and transition?

A

The goal for moving our
program was to see it
expand and be more successful.
With CGEI, it gives our members
the opportunity to not only have
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work efficiently and effectively in
their jobs. It has since grown, with
members with several different job
titles – not just revenue officers.
I want CROAA to grow and
strengthen with an even bigger
increase in membership and getting
more of our members involved with
teaching classes. CROAA is a great
opportunity for the employees in
county government to learn and
grow in their professions.

Q

What are some of the
other job titles and/or
responsibilities that fit under
the CROAA umbrella?

A

There are so many varieties
of duties in CROAA.
We have revenue auditors,
administrative assistants,

Q

What is the value of
CROAA membership
for a county that doesn’t
self collect?

compliance officers, clerks,
directors, license inspectors,
commissioners and attorneys.
Our goal is to have as much input
from all the counties that we can.

A

Q

What are the
biggest benefits of
CROAA membership?

A

CROAA was started by the
best in our organization
to give everyone an opportunity
to have a forum to discuss the
collection and enforcement of
county revenue. The biggest benefit
would have to be the education.
As chairman of the education
committee, it is my hope that
with every class & every meeting
we have, someone takes away
knowledge they didn’t have before.

Becoming a member of
CROAA will allow you
to not only be involved with our
education program, but also the
ACCA, which keeps us all updated
on new legislation. If in the future
they choose to self collect, they
will have all the tools needed to be
successful.

Q

This year’s theme
for National County
Government Month is “Brilliant
Ideas at Work.” In your area of
focus, what are a few of your
favorite Brilliant Ideas at Work
in county government?

The Alabama Association of
Emergency Managers salutes
its 2017 honorees!
AAEM: An Affiliate of the

Association of County Co
mmissions of Alabama

Eddie Lary

Mike Watkins

Pat Neuhauser Spirit of EMA Award

Alfred T. Moore Memorial Volunteer Award

“Pipeline Emergency Response”

“NSIDE/MapsLive”

Response Programs of the Year
Large Size County

Response Programs of the Year
Medium Size County

“Storm Safety –
What’s Your Plan?”

“Developing a Program Changing Strategy for Mitigation”

Preparedness Program of the Year

Mitigation Program of the Year

TUSCALOOSA COUNTY

SHELBY COUNTY

RUSSELL COUNTY
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LEE COUNTY

AUTAUGA COUNTY

JEFFERSON COUNTY

A

My idea is to start having
more local meetings with
surrounding counties to stay in
touch and be more involved with
the day-to-day duties we face.

Q
A

What does “67 counties,
ONE voice” mean to you?

To me it means working
together. The saying that
one person can make a difference is
especially true when our
“67 Counties” work as one.
The County Revenue Officers Association of
Alabama (CROAA) is a professional organization
that exists to promote the proficiency of county
revenue officers. As an affiliate of the Association
of County Commissions of Alabama (ACCA), the
group also provides a unified voice on legislative
proposals that would threaten or enhance local
revenue from license fees and taxes such as sales,
use, liquor, lodging, rental, lease, gasoline and
motor fuel. For more information, please visit
www.alabamacounties.org/affiliates/croaa

0:00
SPEED DRILL with Amy Beard
Favorite college football team? Tennessee! College football
is definitely a religion in the south, although my house is a
divided one. “Roll Tide” for my husband and son, but “Go
Vols” for myself | Cats or dogs? Dogs! | Favorite holiday?
Christmas | No. 1 quality you look for in co-workers? A
positive attitude | First paying job? Lenscrafters | Dine in
or eat out? Eating out | Is the glass half full or half empty?
Half full always | As a child, I wanted to be a nurse when
I grew up. (Although being a revenue compliance officer is
the next best thing!) | What’s the next thing you want to
binge watch? The Walking Dead n
Call SunSouth for John Deere product
purchasing options to include Cooperative and
Alabama Joint County Bid contracts.
HX15

Daniel Cushman
(334) 796-1013 • dcushman@sunsouth.com
ABBEVILLE, AL • 809 Columbia Road................................(334) 585-5525
ANDALUSIA, AL • 16607 US Hwy 84.................................(334) 222-3294
AUBURN, AL • 1780 East Glenn Avenue...........................(334) 502-2488
BRUNDIDGE, AL • 8285 Hwy 231........................................(334) 735-2383
CLANTON, AL • 1009 7th Street South.............................(205) 755-0475
DEMOPOLIS, AL • 1181 Macnamara Road.....................(334) 289-5966
DOTHAN, AL • 168 Ross Clark Circle Ste 2......................(334) 794-0691
FOLEY, AL • 14733 State Hwy 59N.......................................(251) 943-5091
MOBILE, AL • 8420 Tanner Williams Road.......................(251) 649-3892
MONTGOMERY, AL • 1975 Forbes Drive........................(334) 834-6340
SAMSON, AL • 3 West Main Street....................................(334) 898-7156
TUSCALOOSA, AL • 3610 Skyland Blvd. East.................(205) 556-7700

SunSouth.com
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ACCA Board of Directors

Hon. Bill Stricklend

President | Marshall County

Hon. Steve McKinnon
President-Elect | Dale County

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
Hon. Barry Moore, District 1....................... Franklin County
Hon. Roger Jones, District 2...................... Madison County
Hon. Marcie Foster, District 3................... Cherokee County
Hon. Jeff Clark, District 4............................ Morgan County
Hon. David Carrington, District 5.............. Jefferson County
Hon. Drucilla Russ-Jackson, District 6........ Sumter County
Hon. Jackie Swinford, District 7............... Talladega County
Hon. Robert Ham, District 8............................... Lee County
Hon. Elton Dean, District 9.................. Montgomery County
Hon. Tucker Dorsey, District 10.................. Baldwin County
Hon. David Money, District 11....................... Henry County
Hon. Connie Hudson, District 12.................. Mobile County

2016-17

Hon. Tony Cherry

Vice President | Choctaw County

PAST PRESIDENTS
Hon. Ray Long............................................ Morgan County
Hon. Merceria Ludgood................................ Mobile County
Hon. Debbie Wood................................. Chambers County
Hon. Ricky Harcrow..................................... DeKalb County
Hon. Tim Choate..........................................Etowah County
Hon. Ricky Burney............................................Clay County
Hon. Larry White......................................Escambia County
Hon. Rhondel Rhone.................................... Clarke County
Hon. Mark Culver....................................... Houston County
Hon. Roger Hayes......................................Winston County
Hon. Hardy McCollum...........................Tuscaloosa County

MINORITY DIRECTOR
Hon. Marcus Campbell ............................... Sumter County

AFFILIATE REPRESENTATIVES
Donnie Mims, President, ACAA.......... Montgomery County
David Palmer, President, ACEA.................. Franklin County

ACCA Staff
Sonny Brasfield...........................................................Executive Director and Publisher...........................sbrasfield@alabamacounties.org
Beth Sievers...............................................................Assistant to the Executive Director............................bsievers@alabamacounties.org

POLICY
Terri Sharpley Reynolds.....................................................Director of Public Affairs.................................. treynolds@alabamacounties.org
Chase Cobb.................................................................Governmental Affairs Specialist................................. ccobb@alabamacounties.org
Morgan Arrington........................................................................... Attorney............................................ marrington@alabamacounties.org
Brandy Perry..........................................................................Executive Assistant...........................................bperry@alabamacounties.org

ADMINISTRATION
Lauren Westbrook..................................................................Director of Finance................................... lwestbrook@alabamacounties.org
Henry van Arcken.........................................................Director of Insurance Services......................... hvanarcken@alabamacounties.org
Marcia Collier.............................................................Coordinator of Insurance Services............................ mcollier@alabamacounties.org
Paulette D. Williams.................................................................... Receptionist............................................ pwilliams@alabamacounties.org

COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
Donna Key.................................................................. Director of Events and Education.................................. dkey@alabamacounties.org
Jeannie Gaines................................................................ Public Relations Manager.....................................jgaines@alabamacounties.org
Jennifer Datcher...................................................... Coordinator of Events and Education.......................... jdatcher@alabamacounties.org
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2017 Deanco Auction Calendar

We specialize in the
auctioning of:

20th Annual 3-Day Farm Eq., Construction Eq. & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, Jan. 26th thru Saturday, Jan. 28th • Dothan, Alabama

17th Annual Springtime Contractors’ Equipment & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, March 22nd thru Friday, Mar. 24th • Philadelphia, Mississippi

Huge 2-Day Contractors’ Equipment & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, May 24th & Thursday, May 25th • Philadelphia, Mississippi

Huge 2-Day Contractors’ Equipment & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, July 19th & Thursday, July 20th • Philadelphia, Mississippi

Huge 2-Day Contractors’ Equipment & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, Sept. 13th & Thursday, Sept. 14th • Philadelphia, Mississippi

Huge 2-Day Contractors’ Equipment & Trucks Public Auction
Wednesday, Nov. 15th & Thursday, Nov 16th • Philadelphia, Mississippi

Governmental Surplus
All Types of Construction Equipment
Dump Trucks - Truck Tractors
Specialty Trucks - Trailers - Support Equip.
Logging Equipment - Farm Tractors
All Types oi Row Crop & Field Equipment
Aircraft - Watercraft - Real Estate

Deanco Auction & Real Estate

Deanco Auction Co. of MS

Fax: 334-671-0149 soldal@deancoauction.com
3664 S Oates St • Dothan, AL 36301

1042 Holland Ave (PO Box 1248) • Philadelphia, MS 39350

Phone: 334-677-3192

Phone: 601-656-9768

Fax: 601-656-0192

www.deancoauction.com

sold@deancouaction.com

bid live
ONLINE

Auctioneers: Donnie W. Dean, MS Lic. 733, AL Lic. 907;
Wes Dean, AL Lic. 5219; MS Gallery Lic. 835F

CONSULTING
PLANNING
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

WWW.MARTINANDCOBEY.COM

BRIAN L. MOORE
PHONE 256.232.5384

BMOORE@MARTINANDCOBEY.COM

